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Abstract
Estimators formed after model selection really are like mixtures of many
potential estimators. Sometimes it is advantageous to smooth estimators
across several models, rather than rely only on the model that is suggested
by a single selection criterion. The main theme of this paper is the problem
of selecting of weights for averaging across least squares estimates obtained
from a set of models. Existing model average (MA) methods are based on
exponential AIC or BIC weights and on Mallows’ criterion.
We propose selecting the weights by using the MDL (Minimum Description Length) criterion and compare this new model average estimator with
those based on AIC and BIC weights. The model is homoscedastic linear
regression and the set of potential explanatory variables is countable infinite.
For MA estimation we construct first a sequence of approximating models
and then derive an MA estimator of the regression coefficients as a convex
combination of estimators for single models. The implied ”hat” matrix Pw
is symmetric but generally not idempotent. An MA estimator shows a certain resemblance to a shrinkage estimator and Pw has a central role in the
structure of an MA estimator. Some of the propertis of Pw are discussed.
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